Eazi Pak - Firewood Bagger & Cleaner

A simple, affordable and fast firewood packing solution with an additional cleaning screen.

Delivery & Finance solutions available

A machine designed to provide a user-friendly solution to firewood bagging, aimed to greatly reduce physical exertion and remove repetitive back straining activity.

Ideal for fulltime operation or to make use of slack time in between main duties.

Under product trials, a part-time user produced 40,000 nets in a year working only nights and weekends!

Testimonials

“Before using the Eazi-Pak I struggled to persuade any of my people to net logs for any length of time. Now they want to keep going and sometimes even work overtime. It’s just so easy to use!”. Paul Downs, Premier Logs, Bolton.

“My log sales were growing so fast that I needed a mechanised system which any of my staff could be sent to use at any time. The Eazi-Pak can be operated without any special skills. So any members of staff can easily use it”. Brian Hughes, Tayside Forestry, Dundee.

“We've now more than doubled our production with minimal effort”. Dod Flint (Sub-Contractor) for Geordie Sutherland, Ord Sawmills, Muir of Ord.
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Manufactured in the UK.
Eazi Pak - Specification

The machine weighs under 1500kg, allowing for towing (subject to regulations).

This robust UK designed & manufactured packing machine is further fortified by the full galvanisation dip to ensure longevity.

By removing the packing station, the outlet feed conveyor can be used to loose fill bulk loads into trailers, pick-ups etc.

The packing area has 2 net bagging stations. Each bagging area has spring loaded clips which allow the operator to quickly and easily attach and remove a variety of common net bags.

The packing station is height, pitch & width adjustable, allowing the table to sit at the optimum position for users. This can be quickly adjusted to suit changing users.

The machine can be quickly filled in bulk, using a telehandler or tractor front-end loader bucket, powered conveyor, IBC or potato box system.

Logs pass over a cleaning screen to remove loose bark, chips and dust prior to reaching the packing station. The debris pass into a waste chute at the side of the machine. This is designed to ensure a higher level of screening of logs reach the operator.

Conveyor speed can be adjusted with one dial, to match output speed to suit the abilities of the user, or to set between one or two operator usage.

By loading up to 3 cubic metres at a time, the system can easily be filled and worked by the same operator.

The Eazi Pak has built-in forklift slots to facilitate safe lifting.

Logs do not need to be a uniform size or shape, the Eazi Pak can easily handle varied timber.

Logs are drawn out of the hopper using a hydraulic chain conveyor.

This machine can be quickly filled in bulk, using a telehandler or tractor front-end loader bucket, powered conveyor, IBC or potato box system.

Powered by Single Phase electric, this unit also has a self-contained hydraulic system allows for use indoors & outdoors.

Easy reach electric safety stop button for SAFE use.

Designed for longevity and user-friendly maintenance including a hardened wear plate below key areas.
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